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Dear Editorial Staff,

As a fan of *Environmental Law* and the federal Clean Water Act, it was with great interest that I received the symposium issue, *The Clean Water Act Turns 30: Celebrating Its Past, Predicting Its Future.* Unfortunately, in the articles that followed, celebrating and predicting appeared mighty scarce. To be sure, there is much cause for celebrating the gains in water quality since the modern Clean Water Act was passed in 1972. To be equally sure, the Clean Water Act has fallen short of the lofty goals that Congress originally set for it. Seeing only the failure, however, Michael C. Blumm...
and William Warnock set out to pin the blame on one agency with their symposium contribution *Roads Not Taken: EPA vs. Clean Water.* This Letter is not offered as a full response to Blumrn and Warnock. Backed by the editors of *Environmental Law,* the authors may be trusted with their summaries of cases and points of fact. Rather, this Letter reflects on some of the unsupported conclusions of Blumrn and Warnock that may detract, in my opinion, from what I take as the common goal of achieving clean water.

*EPA vs. Clean Water* presents case studies of the ostensible failure of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to implement the Clean Water Act in three principal areas: water quality impacts from dam operations, state water quality certification for nonpoint source discharges, and antidegradation requirements for nonpoint sources. As an EPA attorney, I have had no involvement with any of those areas of the Clean Water Act, and cannot comment usefully upon the facts or policies underlying the three case studies. However, as an interested reader, I noticed that the authors admit EPA was not even involved in the state certification case. In that case, environmental groups sued the United States Forest Service (Forest Service), alleging the Forest Service violated the Clean Water Act by failing to obtain water quality certification from the state of Oregon before issuing federal grazing permits. Despite these alleged failures by the Forest Service and perhaps the state of Oregon, the authors point the finger at EPA. In their own words: "We maintain that EPA, expressly entrusted by Congress with the administration of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251(d), bears responsibility for allowing the Forest Service’s interpretation to become the government interpretation put before the courts."  

It is here where *EPA vs. Clean Water* may fall farthest from reality, failing to recognize the autonomy of federal entities and the constant struggles among them. From a law student, this assertion might indicate a
dire need for a federal externship. From the distinguished Professor Blumm, however, it is quite another matter. For a quarter century, Professor Blumm's students have been privileged with his lectures and office hours, and his vigorous pen upon our floundering student papers. Over this same time period, legions of scholars and other readers of Professor Blumm's prodigious writings have come to recognize his "truly monumental body of scholarship." So how then should we account for the errant fingerpointing of EPA vs. Clean Water?

Hints appear in the introduction where Blumm and Warnock cast their article within a "project" of storytelling. Given two stories involving EPA, they tuck in one other, and fashion a common antagonist to tie the three together. Unable to supply any happy endings, they strive at least to avoid despair. They therefore share their "hope... that one day Congress" will provide some unstated legislative fix. Or, better yet, one day we will find a superhero, "a 21st century Secretary Udall," to lead EPA to the light and reverse three decades of Clean Water Act policy and case law.

To succeed in this mission, their superhero must wield amazing powers. In the earthly realm, however, the limitations of the U.S. Constitution, federal statutes, local rules, case law, regulations, administrative authority, political will, media scrutiny, community concerns, technical feasibility, time, resources, and other factors must be considered. As an EPA attorney, my enforcement options against private parties are typically constrained by the limits of applicable statutes, in addition to the facts of the case and the concerns of my agency clients. My options concerning other federal agencies are further checked by additional constraints including sovereign immunity


16 Among other bits of shared wisdom, Professor Blumm suggested I apply for my first legal internship with the federal Bonneville Power Administration and encouraged me to accept EPA's offer of an attorney position following graduation.

17 Among the countless student papers rescued by Professor Blumm over the years was one of my own, eventually selected for publication. Clifford J. Villa, California Dreaming: Water Transfers from the Pacific Northwest, 23 ENVTL. L. 997 (1993).


19 Blumm & Warnock, supra note 7, at 81.

20 Id. at 83.

21 Id. at 111.

22 For example, under the Bevill Amendment to the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. § 6921(b)(3)(A) (2000), mining wastes are largely excluded from the requirements for managing hazardous wastes. Similarly, under CERCLA's "petroleum exclusion," releases of petroleum and natural gas are largely excluded from the definition of "hazardous substances" which may give rise to liability for response. 42 U.S.C. § 9601(14) (2000).
doctrine\textsuperscript{23} and "unitary executive theory."\textsuperscript{24} The existence of agency constraints is surely familiar to Professor Blumm, who intimates his own inability to influence water policy when he was, way back when, an EPA attorney.\textsuperscript{25}

If as staff attorneys neither I nor the young Mike Blumm could reach Blumm's desired outcomes on the Clean Water Act, is there any level at EPA that could? Surprisingly, Professor Blumm provides proof suggesting there is not. Recounting the recollections of Fred Hansen, the authors indicate that not even the Deputy Administrator of EPA could prevail in policy specifically concerning the federal grazing permit case.\textsuperscript{26} If not the Deputy, could the EPA Administrator prevail? Alas, even at the very top of the Agency hierarchy, mere mortals still might be kept from calling the shots.\textsuperscript{27}

While Blumm and Warnock await their Clean Water Crusader, concerned readers might seek more modest assistance from the present ranks of EPA. Deep within the EPA Regional offices in Chicago and Seattle, out in the EPA field offices from El Paso to Anchorage, or even in Portland, Oregon, they may yet find a bodhisattva for the benthic community. Forgoing nirvana, she will likely be laboring in the seemingly mundane: revising discharge permits, inspecting outfalls, evaluating populations of mayfly larvae, issuing orders to restore filled wetlands, developing load allocations for nonpoint sources, and building administrative records to withstand industry challenge. Keep in mind that she may be working for clean water outside the Clean Water Act as well. You may find her, for example, exercising Superfund removal authority\textsuperscript{28} at remote mine sites to


\textsuperscript{24} Arising from the Article II executive authorities of the president and the Article III "case or controversy" requirement for the federal judiciary, the "unitary executive theory" provides that one arm of the executive branch cannot use the federal courts to sue another arm of the executive branch. For further analysis, see Chris M. Amantea & Stephen C. Jones, The Growth of Environmental Issues in Government Contracting, 43 AM. U. L. REV. 1585, 1603–05 (1994). Thus, EPA cannot sue other federal departments or agencies in U.S. district courts to enforce compliance with statutes such as the Clean Water Act, although EPA can and does file enforcement actions against other federal entities in its own administrative courts.

\textsuperscript{25} See Blumm & Warnock, supra note 7, at 86 (referring to EPA's disinclination to engage in "turf wars" over control of federal dams).

\textsuperscript{26} See id. at 95 n.97.

\textsuperscript{27} See, e.g., Greg Easterbrook, Hostile Environment, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Aug. 19, 2001, at 40 (noting that former EPA Administrator Christie Todd Whitman faced "embarrassments" over administration decisions on greenhouse gases).

\textsuperscript{28} Superfund removal actions are typically timely and discrete actions to prevent or reduce exposures to hazardous substances. See 42 U.S.C. § 9601(23) (2000) (defining "removal"). CERCLA generally limits EPA funding for removal actions to $2 million or 12 months in
stop the release of metals into salmon-bearing streams.\textsuperscript{29} You may find her using Superfund remedial authority\textsuperscript{30} to leverage millions of dollars for investigation and cleanup of contaminated sediments, helping to restore industrial waterways such as Portland Harbor,\textsuperscript{31} Commencement Bay,\textsuperscript{32} and broad watersheds such as the Hudson River\textsuperscript{33} and Coeur d'Alene Basin.\textsuperscript{34}

As long as people have flaws, government employees and government agencies will too. And yet, as unsatisfying as it may be to look for heroes among "bureaucrats," history has shown they may be found.\textsuperscript{35} The pantheon of duration. See \textit{id.} § 9604(c)(1).

\textsuperscript{29} See, \textit{e.g.}, Memorandum from U.S. EPA Region 10 On-Scene Coordinators to the Acting Director of U.S. EPA Region 10 Environmental Cleanup Office (Sept. 13, 1999) (on file with Environmental Law) (authorizing EPA removal action to prevent piles of mine tailings, containing high levels of lead, from further eroding into the Similkameen River near Nighthawk, Washington).

\textsuperscript{30} Superfund remedial actions typically require more investigation and cleanup efforts than removals, thus with greater costs. See \textit{42} U.S.C. § 9601(24) (defining "remedial action"). Remedial actions are usually associated with sites designated by EPA on the National Priorities List (NPL). See \textit{40} C.F.R. § 300.425(b)(1) (2003) ("Only those releases included on the NPL shall be considered eligible for Fund-financed remedial action.").


\textsuperscript{32} EPA included Commencement Bay, within a heavy industrial zone of Tacoma, Washington, in the original list of NPL sites in 1983. Commencement Bay has been impacted by contaminants from over 500 identified point sources and nonpoint sources. \textit{REGION 10, U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, COMMENCEMENT BAY, NEARSHORE/TIDEFLATS} (2002), \textit{at} http://yosemite.epa.gov/r10/nplpad.nsf/88d39d3e4946e3c178825631200672c95/06e1c0da0d11fc285556594007559fd?OpenDocument (last modified April 2002). A number of major remedial actions have been completed—particularly to address contaminated sediments—and further efforts are ongoing. \textit{Id.} For a wealth of site information, including site history and decision documents, see the EPA Region 10 website for Commencement Bay, \textit{http://yosemite.epa.gov/R10/CLEANUP.NSF/webpage/Commencement+Bay-Nearshore+Tideflats} (last visited July 11, 2004).

\textsuperscript{33} The Hudson River is the focus of a recent CERCLA Record of Decision that calls for dredging approximately 2.65 million cubic yards of sediment contaminated with PCBs. U.S. EPA Region 2, \textit{EPA Signs Final Cleanup Plan for Hudson River; Makes Public Involvement a Top Priority, at} http://www.epa.gov/epahome/headline2_020102.htm (Feb. 1, 2002). The cleanup work may come at a cost of over $450 million. Kirk Johnson, \textit{Dredging the Upper Hudson River, Without Slinging the Mud}, \textit{N.Y. TIMES}, Apr. 21, 2002, at A1.

\textsuperscript{34} See, \textit{e.g.}, Villa, \textit{supra} note 12, at 314 & n.355 (explaining that the selected remedy includes dredging of riverbed sediments at an estimated cost of $360 million).

\textsuperscript{35} Recent history has identified a number of heroes from the EPA ranks who waged courageous battles against opposition—both external and internal—to respond to the
of environmental heroes, including Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson, and Edward Abbey, is filled with former civil servants. We cannot all invent a land ethic or unleash a *Silent Spring*. But 30 years of daily labor in Clean Water Act policy and enforcement have produced results worthy of *Environmental Law*’s symposium celebration. To deny these results by imagining an EPA pitted against clean water is to fundamentally misconstrue the role of agency employees and the reality of agency constraints. It instills the kind of myopia tending to see only adversaries where one may otherwise find a friend.

In quoting the famous lines from *The Road Not Taken*, Blumm and Warnock overlook Robert Frost’s sober realization once he begins down his chosen road: “Yet knowing how way leads on to way, I doubted if I should ever come back.” For the Clean Water Act program, as it has evolved over time, there have been many ways—many roads—from which to choose. Along the way, some choices may well have missed turns toward broader statutory interpretation. But as Frost suggests, heading down the chosen road, one may doubt now we shall ever go back. Dwelling on those roads not taken, however, may only obscure the road we’ve taken—and make us miss the opportunities still ahead for continuing the pursuit of clean water.

Sincerely,
Clifford J. Villa

---

36 Aldo Leopold, father of the modern land ethic for conservationists, spent more than 20 years as a supervisor and director for the U.S. Forest Service. *Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac* 227 (1949). Rachel Carson began her career in 1935 writing radio spots for the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries, predecessor of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. *Rachel Carson: Witness for Nature* 78 (1997). Carson continued writing press releases, field reports, and other FWS informational materials until royalties from her first two best-selling books, *Under the Sea-Wind and The Sea Around Us*, allowed her to resign from federal service in 1952. Id. at 228, 233. Carson, of course, went on to write *Silent Spring*, the eye-opening exposé on the dangers of certain pesticides, which led eventually to the banning of DDT and the furtherance of an environmental movement. Edward Abbey, perhaps best known for the fictional *Monkey Wrench Gang*, served three seasons as a park ranger with the National Park Service. *Desert Solitaire* at xi (1968). Although famously cranky, Abbey allowed that the majority of his ranger colleagues were “capable, honest, dedicated men.” Id.